The City of Davis
Parks & Community Services Department
presents

the NUTCRACKER

December 17 & 18, 1982

Music by:
Peter Ilyitch Tchaikovsky

Staged by:
Bob Bowen

MUSICAL SETTINGS

ACT I
The Christmas Party
Music: "The Overture"

ACT II
Scene I: Dancing Presents
Music: "The Dance"
The Mouse Raid
Music: "The March"

Scene II: Visit to the Kingdom of the Sweets
Music: "Waltz of the Snowflakes"
"Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy"
"Spanish Dance" (Chocolate)
"Chinese Dance" (Tea)
"Russian Dance" (Trepak)
"Dance of the Mirlitons" (Pennywhistles)
"Mother Marshmallow"
"The Clowns"
"Arabian Dance" (Coffee)
"Waltz of the Flowers"

PRODUCTION STAFF
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Davis Comic Opera Co.
George Turner

THANK YOU

Costumes: Linda McDonagh, Davis Costumer’s Guild, Charlotte French, Nancy Sequeira, Pegi Hayes.

Backstage: Mrs. Smith, Susan Sherriff, Blanche Cushman, Sandra Archibald, Sandy Cunningham, and Gretel Wandesford-Smith, Mrs. Tolentino.

Special Projects: Madelyn Neufeld, Mrs. Mendoza, and Robie Peterson.

Properties and Set Assistance: Doane and Cappy Stewart.
CAST

Clara .................. Jennifer Teal
Fritz .................. John Westergaard
Drosselmeyer .......... Lachlan McCracken
Mother ................ Jenny March
Nutcracker/Prince .... John Horton
Mouse King ............. Saskia Mills
Sugar Plum Fairy ...... Szaika Warner
Snowflake Queen ...... Jenny Rolston
Snowflake King ........ Dylan Brown
Mother Marshmallow ... Kurt Hoeprich
Pipsqueak Mouse ...... Denise De Val
Queen of the Flowers ... Sappel McCracken
Madame Drosselmeyer ... Laura Eagle
Page to the Sugar Plum Fairy ................. Karri Winn

DANCING DOLLS


DANCING CATS


DANCING BEARS


MICE

Alix Wandersforde-Smith, Laura Hubbard, Steve Cunningham, Mark Baysinger, Alex Keneffick, Brett Makley, Durt McNaughton, Ariel Fox, Curtis Taylor. Leader: Marie Sillas.

SOLDIERS

Jeff Tolentino, Greg Robin, David Horton, Ross Scott Thomas, Jamie Archibald, Andy Cushman, Dean Pears, Geoffrey Soika, Colby Hanlon, Adam Wolk, Mark Wilkinson, Dawn Wilson, Tarra Davidson. Leader: Steve Inouye.

SNOWFLAKES


GNOMES

Rosemary Sherriff, Jason Hayes, Danny Brant, Jacob Lacy, Joshua Goldberg, David Young, Allison Guhrer, Tracy Fleming, Pam March, Natalie Barth, Amy Rooney. Leader: Steve Larson.

SPANISH DANCERS

Carlos Vandalia, Alistair Wandersforde-Smith, Erick Cushman, Skee Davis, Chad Rice, Derek Mandelaris, Giselle Clark, Ann Marie Blancaclana, Diane Eagles, Bridget Fitzpatrick, Denise Schmit. Leader: Jason Fitzpatrick, Sylvia Pierrez, Brian Binney. Leader: Lynne Isbell.

CHINESE DANCERS


RUSSIAN DANCERS


PENNYWHISTLE DANCERS


GUMDROP DANCERS

Iris Peterson, Sarah McGinn, Jonnaan Porter, Andrea Roemer, Emily Current, Benji Horton. Leader: Kurt Hoeprich.

CLOWN DANCERS


ARABIAN DANCERS

Marisol Clark, Jessica Hart, Julie Bekebrede, Blythe Durbin, Trista Kobely, Katie Rolston, Mandy Altier, Heidi Comer, Kathy Westergaard, Stacy Binning, Greg French, Steve Blake. Leader: Rosie McPherson.

FLOWER DANCERS

Victoria Matheny, Sara Hannesson, Amez Haynes, Danielle Schmit, Kristen Soika, Deborah Sokolow, Michelle Benson. Leader: Moira Fitzgerald.

PARTY GUESTS

Katie Vandermer, Scott Wilkinson, Lisa Hardaker, Abbie Loberg, Steven Brut, Alison Archibald, Lena Redfield, Sarah Keizer, Michelle Makley, Ann Marie Blancaclana, Jason Fitzpatrick.